Application of fluorescein sodium in breast cancer brain-metastasis surgery

Objective: Surgical resection serves an important role in the multidisciplinary treatment of cerebral metastases (CMs). Conventional white-light, microsurgical, and circumferential stripping of CMs is standard neurosurgical procedure, but is associated with a high recurrence rate. Based on this outcome, there is an urgent need for a new surgical strategy, such as fluorescence-guided resection, for CMs, in order to achieve total removal.

Methods: A retrospective study was carried out in 38 patients clinically and pathologically diagnosed with breast cancer brain metastasis at three medical centers from May 2012 to June 2016. The study comprised group 1 (fluorescein-guided surgery) and group 2 (standard microsurgery). In group 1, 5 mg/kg of fluorescein sodium was injected intravenously after an allergy test and before general anesthesia for 17 patients. A yellow 560 filter was employed for microsurgical tumor resection. Group 2 consisted of 21 patients for whom fluorescein was not administered.

Results: Surgical outcomes were assessed concerning the extent of resection and Karnofsky performance status. Gross total resection was achieved in these patients, with high fluorescence markedly enhancing tumor visibility. The extent of resection had a powerful influence on performance status. Overall survival after CM was 24.1 months in patients given fluorescein and was 22.8 months in the nonfluorescein group.

Conclusion: Fluorescein-guided surgery is a simple, safe, and practical method to resect breast cancer brain metastasis, and leads to a higher proportion of resection compared to common microsurgery. This offers a tremendous advantage when navigating a tiny tumor, and improves the quality of life of patients with CM.
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Introduction

Cerebral metastasis (CM) occurs in a high proportion of intracranial tumors. Many studies suggest that the morbidity of CM has been increasing. A large number of clinical studies have noted the value of total removal of CM for patients. The complete resection of CM has been shown to benefit patients and to be crucial for quality of life and the efficacy of subsequent treatments. Bright-light surgery (BLS) is usually insufficient in achieving the resection of CM. The use of fluorescence-guided surgery (FGS) in brain tumors is a field of recent intense research. The use of FGS with fluorescein sodium (FL), used to stain tumors in patients with glioblastoma, malignant melanoma, and lymphoma, increases the resection rate. One issue in open surgery with the goal of complete removal of a tumor is how to illuminate the tumor...
precisely and where to stop resection to avoid postoperative functional deficits. Because contrast enhancement of tumor tissue is associated with the breakdown of the blood–brain barrier (BBB), these substances, such as FL, accumulate in metastatic tumor tissue through a disrupted BBB, which facilitates intraoperative visualization of tumor tissue.\textsuperscript{11–13} The present study reports the significance of FL-guided surgery in patients with breast cancer brain metastasis (BCBM).

Methods

General patient data

A retrospective study was carried out in 38 female patients from three medical centers who were clinically and pathologically diagnosed with BCBM from May 2012 to June 2016. The study comprised group 1 (FGS) and group 2 (BLS). Exclusion criteria in group one were patients under the age of 18 years, those who declined to participate, and patients with impaired liver or renal function or history of an allergic reaction against FL. Ages ranged between 32 and 73 years (mean age 55 years). Karnofsky performance status (KPS) was \( \geq 60 \) in all patients. The 17 patients who were approved to receive fluorescein administration constituted group 1 and were treated from 2014 to 2016, and group 2 consisted of 21 patients in whom fluorescein was not used from 2012 to 2014 (Table 1).

Informed consent was obtained from patients for the off-label use of FL. All patients who wished to participate in the study were informed via standard procedures. Irrespective of extracranial disease status, there are indications for surgery in patients with symptomatic mass effect. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Second Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University. Comprehensive data, including preoperative and postoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans within 72 hours, were collected. A predefined dose of 5 mg/kg FL was injected intravenously via the central vein according to the scheduled steps. Neuronavigation was implied for craniotomy planning. FGS was performed with a surgical microscope (Pentero 900; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a yellow 560 filter. Postoperatively, all patients were admitted to the neurosurgical common-care unit for postoperative care. Postoperative MR images were reviewed for any contrast-enhancing residual tumor tissue by neuroradiologists and neurosurgeons. The diagnosis of CM (invasive ductal carcinoma) was confirmed in all patients by neuropathologists. Surgical outcome was divided into two groups: no residual tumor tissue = GTR and residual tumor tissue = subtotal resection (STR). Surgical records were screened for any reference to grade of fluorescent staining: “bright/helpful” vs “no fluorescence/not helpful”.

Radiological examination

A total of 35 patients had one resectable CM each in the two groups, and another three patients had two CMs each. Our goal was to evaluate the extent of resection (EOR) and prognostic value under the resistance of FL. Postoperative multimodal MRI (\( T_1 \)-weighted, \( T_2 \)-weighted, \( T_2 \)-fluid attenuated inversion recovery, diffusion-weighted, enhanced \( T_1 \)-weighted, and MR spectroscopy) was obtained within 72 hours for assessment of resection degree. GTR was defined as no residual enhanced tumors on postoperative gadolinium-enhanced \( T_1 \)-weighted MRI and STR as the presence of residual tumor tissue.

Surgical procedure

FL (5 mg/kg body weight) was injected intravenously in group 1 after an allergy test and before the induction of anesthesia. A fluorescein-specific filter was employed for microsurgical tumor resection. Craniotomy was performed under neurosurgical navigation guidelines. Following administration of FL, labeled tumors were visualized with fluorescence microscopy. The surgical excision was based mainly on the identification of fluorescein-stained tumor tissue. Stained CMs were sufficiently bright to perform complete resection, and normal brain parenchyma was illuminated (Figure 1, A–D). The resection of all fluorescing tissues of a nonfunctional area did not cease, as tumor cells could not be excluded in intraoperative frozen sections. Postoperatively, the surgical resection cavity was imaged under both bright-field and fluorescent illumination to assess the degree of resection. In group 2, the standard

### Table 1 Patient characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fluorescein</th>
<th>Nonfluorescein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent of surgery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross total resection</td>
<td>16 (94%)</td>
<td>13 (62%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal resection</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>8 (38%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPS score (preoperative to immediately postoperative)</td>
<td>75.29</td>
<td>73.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months postoperative</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>75.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months postoperative</td>
<td>84.12</td>
<td>74.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months postoperative</td>
<td>82.94</td>
<td>72.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy</td>
<td>17 (100%)</td>
<td>21 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormonotherapy</td>
<td>11 (65%)</td>
<td>15 (71%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain radiotherapy</td>
<td>1 (6%)</td>
<td>9 (43%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
microsurgical procedure was followed for resection of tumors. In most of these cases in the two groups, the tumor was removed en bloc, and in some cases it was removed piece by piece in conjunction with white light. When applicable, ultrasound was employed for tumor localization. No additional instruments or filters for the microscope were adopted. All patients were transferred to the oncology department after postoperative recovery.

Compliance with ethical standards and informed consent

All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Helsinki Declaration and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards. Informed consent was obtained from all participants included in the study.

Statistical analysis

For comparison between the two groups, the extent of surgery (GTR and STR) by means of early postoperative contrast-enhanced MRI between fluorescent and white-light assistance was analyzed via \( \chi^2 \) test and pre- and post-operative KPS score by the independent samples \( t \)-test. Statistical analysis of overall survival was performed using the Kaplan–Meier method and the significance in difference among survival curves calculated. Significance was defined as \( P<0.05 \).

Results

Surgical outcomes concerning fluorescence intensity, EOR, KPS score, and median survival were assessed. A total of 16 patients displayed bright fluorescent staining, which noticeably enhanced tumor visibility (Figure 1). For details, see Table 2. Insufficient FL staining was observed in one case. The presentation case displayed the impression of a fluorescent stained tumor below the cortex: the view under white light (Figure 1C) did not show an explicit lesion, but the view under the yellow filter (Figure 1D) depicted a fluorescence signal that clearly demarcated the targeted area. The final pathological diagnosis (invasive ductal carcinoma) in the two groups was confirmed.

GTR was achieved in 94% (16 of 17) of patients in whom fluorescein was administered compared to patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, years</th>
<th>Staining</th>
<th>Localization</th>
<th>EOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right parietal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Left occipital</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right frontal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right temporal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Left cerebellar</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right parietal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right parietal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right parietal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right parietal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right parietal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Left frontal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Left frontal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Left frontal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Right frontal</td>
<td>STR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Left occipital</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Right temporal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Left frontal</td>
<td>GTR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: +, bright and marked fluorescence; -, no or insufficient fluorescence.

Abbreviations: GTR, gross total resection; STR, subtotal resection.

Figure 1 (A) Microsurgical photograph of the right parietal lobe under white light and (B) the yellow 560 filter from initial stages of tumor resection. (C, D) Residual tissue located in the deep area of the resection cavity was identified under fluorescence compared to white light. (E-H) Axial and sagittal magnetic resonance imaging showing complete removal of the tumor.
who underwent BLS (62%, 13 of 21; Table 1). No patients with brightly fluorescent stained tumors in the FGS group showed significant residual tumor tissues on postoperative MRI examination (Figure 1, E–H). One case was classified as STR due to pale FL staining. In group 2, a radiographic examination could not exclude the possibility of residual tumor tissues. These tumors were classified as STR. STR was obtained in eight of 21 patients. There was a significant difference in GTR rate between the two groups ($P = 0.02$). Median survival was 22.8 months in the nonfluorescein group and 24.1 months in the FL group. There was no significant difference in survival between the two groups (Figure 2). However, EOR had a powerful influence on patients’ KPS scores 6–12 months after surgery. Patients’ KPS scores in the FGS group were higher than in the BLS group, who received radiotherapy 3 months later (Table 1, Figure 3).

The average duration of the surgical procedure (skin to skin) in group 1 was slightly shorter than in group 2. The median duration of the in-hospital stay was almost identical in the two groups. Transient neurological deterioration was documented in three patients, and a new postoperative permanent neurological deficit was present in one patient. Patients with complete resection did not have adjuvant radiation therapy for the brain. No adverse events or complications related to FL were observed during the postoperative course.

### Discussion

An increasing prevalence of CMs, which outnumber primary brain tumors, has appeared in adults. In brain-metastasis surgery, it is still difficult to identify resection margins, even with intraoperative ultrasound or neuronavigation. Accurate location and complete excavation of lesions play a crucial role in the multidisciplinary treatment of CMs. The detection of macroscopic CM lesions is largely limited by the weak contrast between surrounding normal tissue and tumor lesions. FGS has been documented to promote the resection of malignant gliomas. For BCBMs, FGS has not been reported in the published literature.

With the development of surgical tools, the successful surgical resection rate has risen. Modern neurosurgical tools have facilitated craniotomy and tumor resection enormously. The accurate orientation and differentiation of a tumor from normal brain tissue is an intractable issue. A kind of fluorescent tracer has been investigated for the intraoperative detection of tumor tissues. FGS resection of some types of CMs has been confirmed to be an effective and safe technique that improves the EOR. We evaluated FGS values in the present series of patients with BCBM. FL permeated the damaged BBB in tumor tissue and likewise passively accumulated within the disrupted BBB, which indicates strong accordance between intraoperative fluorescence and preoperative radiographic enhancement. A color change from white to yellow fluorescence clearly indicated the presence of a tumor lesion after intravenous injection of FL. The labeled tumors could then be removed under fluorescence guidance. This technique minimized normal-tissue manipulation and facilitated the microsurgical dissection of the lesion from the surrounding parenchyma.

In this retrospective study, we compared the influence of FGS on resection extension in two groups of patients with CMs. Surgical adjuncts, such as intraoperative ultrasound and navigation, can aid in surgical decisions to some degree, but they cannot make the tumor margin invisible. Research has indicated that FL makes the surgery easier and results in a higher resection rate compared to patients in whom fluorescein is not used. FL fluoresces metastasis, which can be visualized in the setting of a normal-appearing background and is sufficiently strong to perform complete resection so that intraoperative fluorescence can help identify the target area.

FGS is an easy procedure, and does not require additional time or instrumentation. The intraoperative application of fluorescence is also a convenient, easily accessible manipulation that fixes the mass precisely and preliminarily aids in the assessment of the tumor-resection rate via fluorescence-signal
variation. During the course of removal, the microscope can be switched alternately from fluorescent to white-light illumination as desired by the neurosurgeon. Utilizing the microscope with a yellow 560 filter, the identification of residual tumor tissues in the surgical bed facilitated complete resection, which was verified on postoperative MRI. The study had been performed in a glioma-outcome study. Non-tumor-specific fluorescence gathered at metastatic tumors, which were dyed yellow under fluorescence microscopy. In our continuous series, the data suggest that the use of FL led to a higher proportion of resection of BCBM than conventional microsurgery. Macroscopically, we observed that fluorescence appeared in the tumor bed during surgery, but the fluorescence of normal brain tissue was light, and the texture and color of yellow-stained tissue were different from these metastatic tumors. The following histopathological tests confirmed our intraoperative judgment.

FL has been increasingly reported to improve the efficacy of fluorescence-guided resection of malignant gliomas. FL gathers in a disrupted-BBB area as a result of pathologically increased vascular permeability in the adjacent tissue of metastatic cancers. EOR was evaluated by means of early postoperative contrast-enhanced MRI. The GTR rate in group 1 was noticeably higher than in group 2. By the use of a dedicated filter on the surgical microscope, it was relatively easy to visualize discretely fluorescent tumors after injection of a low dose of FL. The visible fluorescence effect strongly confirmed the accurate area of the tumors and decreased surgical damage to normal brain tissue via dissection of the edema zone. A bright-fluorescence signal was achieved in most patients in group 1, which aided in identification of suspicious lesions. Accordingly, application of FL in the BCBMs confirmed the location of the surgical site and resulted in safe and undetectable residual resection. Our findings are similar to data provided by Schebesch et al.

In the current study, our analysis demonstrated a positive fluorescein-staining rate of 94% and just one case with insufficient tumor fluorescence staining in group 1. To the best of

Figure 3 Preoperative, immediate (imm.), and 3-, 6-, and 12-month postoperative Karnofsky performance status (KPS).

Abbreviations: BLS, bright-light surgery; FGS, fluorescence-guided surgery.
our knowledge, our series of patients provide the first data on the efficacy of FL in patients with BCBMs. The intraoperative use of FL aided in surgical decisions where the tumor border was clearly distinguishable from surrounding brain tissue and improved the complete resection of BCBM. The content of this study surpassed that of a simple feasibility study in patients with BCBM. Despite the limited number of patients, this study illustrated that FL facilitated complete removal of these metastatic tumors.

Complete resection of contrast-enhanced CM has been repeatedly indicated to be crucial for decreasing the risk of recurrence and increasing the length and quality of survival in CM. Although FGS failed to affect OS in the series, patients with complete tumor resection had higher KPS scores. Patients were clinically examined by assessing KPS scores and eventual appearance of new neurological deficits or worsening of preoperative deficits within 72 hours after surgery, and then during follow-up visits within 1 year. KPS scores in the FGS group declined slightly in the immediate postoperative period and then returned to baseline level <3 months postoperatively, similar to what was observed in the BLS group. However, from 3 months to 1 year after surgery, KPS scores of patients with complete tumor resection gradually ameliorated, and with incomplete tumor removal receiving radiotherapy for residual metastasis, scores slowly decreased. The relationship between EOR, KPS score, and recurrent frequency indicated to be crucial for decreasing the risk of recurrence.

Radiotherapy for residual metastasis reduces the relapse rate at the initial site, but it also causes side effects, such as a delayed irreversible decline in radionecrosis and radiation-induced neurocognitive impairment.

The limited number of patients and other parameters that affected survival may explain the lack of statistical significance for median survival time. We are well aware of the limitations of our study: it was retrospective, and no qualitative statements about fluorescent staining in patients with BCBM can be made. In terms of surgical time, the average time course of the FGS procedure for BCBM was slightly shorter than in the standard-microsurgery group. None of the patients complained about any systemic or local side effects. No adverse effects or anaphylactic disorders were observed, so FL was shown to be safe in patients with BCBMs.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. It was retrospective study of a relatively small sample; therefore, a randomized controlled trial with a larger sample is warranted to explore the effects of FL-guided resection of BCBM over standard resection techniques.

Conclusion
Our preliminary data revealed the potential benefit of FL-guided resection of BCBM over standard resection techniques. An improvement in intraoperative detection of CM lesions with FL would essentially facilitate complete resection. FGS is a simple, safe, and practical method of resecting BCBM, which results in superior resection compared to BLS, lowers the probability of subsequent radiation therapy for CM, improves the quality of life of patients with CM, and reduces medical costs. However, these effects should be confirmed in a randomized controlled clinical trial.
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